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Wouldn’t it be wonderful if in just seconds, a parent or a teacher could find the 

right career potential for any child?  With serious work astrologers can make this 

possible.  It is this type of service if made available to the everyday person that 

could help change the world by offering the much needed clarity for career 

choice. This would take the guesswork out of the common dilemma of “What am 

I going to do when I grow up”. 

Today we have all the tools to make this possible. Air Software’s Astro 

Investigators Research Program has all modules to research every profession. 

The powerful NeuralNet mathematics creates an artificial intelligence to give 

weights to thousands of Astronomical/Astrological criteria that has a high 

probability for each profession. The program uses various statistical mathematics 

to arrive at strong and weak criteria in comparison with the control group. 

Depending on the strength or weakness of these criteria, the program assigns 

each one a weight value. In this system, we use standard Astrological techniques 

but also go far beyond that. We test criteria such as planetary phases, aspect 

between planetary phases, planetary speed and acceleration, all types of planetary 

pictures and much more. 

We took thousands of charts of scientists, musicians, actors, military people, 

teachers, and sportsmen and ran them through the research program and then the 

NeuralNet module to create special artificial models. Once these models are 

made, an entire file of natal charts can be compared with each of these models 

and weighed accordingly. This is a wonderful feature that lends itself to so many 

areas of research. For a career focus we could take thousands of natal charts of 

youngsters and see which profession each child would be best suited for 

according to the natal chart. Our goal is to create hundreds of these NeuralNet 

models for many professions. 

The biggest problem that we have in astrological research is getting accurate 

birth times…just the birth date and location are not good enough. Gathering the 



data for the correct birth time is not an easy job. According to a survey, there are 

millions of people who believe in astrology and tens of thousands that calls 

themselves astrologers. If we can convince all these people to send us birth data 

with the day, time and place of birth for people they know and the profession that 

they have chosen we could we could set up a fantastic database to research. 

EXAMPLE OF OUR RESEARCH 

Here’s how well the system works. We used thousands of natal charts of actors, 

musicians, athletes in various sports, military persons, teachers and scientists. We 

used our research program to measure the strength of hundreds of astrological 

criteria and then sent the results to the neural net module to create an artificial 

intelligence model for that profession. The following graph is for natal charts of 

actors that I sent through the artificial intelligence in three different professions: 

acting, music and sports. I purposely chose actors who are also singers to show 

where their talents lie. Is their talent that of a singer or actor or a sport person? 

The longer the bar graph the more talent the individual has in that profession. 

 
The next graph is based on people in sports. Notice that even though a sports 

person can be assertive they would not be good military people. Look at the three 

boxers. 

 
The following graph is about musicians. 
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The following graph is about scientists. All of them show talent in science but 

also as teachers. 

 
The following graph is related people in the Military. NOTICE that Hitler is a 

better actor than a Military person. 

 
In 1972 we had the blue laws changed in Connecticut. The blue laws read “if you 

do psychic work, tarot, astrology or psychology work you will be fined $20,000 

and spend 20 years in jail”.  We were able to take astrology and psychology off 

the blue law books. 

Imagine that psychology was in the same illegal category of blue laws as 

astrology. The psychologists were able to organize themselves and work together 

to become internationally accepted.  But what happened to the astrologers? 

Astrology is one of the oldest professions in the realm of Occult arts.  Instead of 

being accepted by the masses we are laughed at and not taken seriously. Why? 

We haven’t done anything to prove its validity. I think after thousands of years 

it’s about time that we take astrology out of the field of entertainment and put it 

onto the map into mainstream society. But for that we need to join hands and 

work together. 

I think that it’s time that we all work together to prove to everyone on the planet 

that astrology is a real scientific tool and can be used constructively in so many 

ways to enhance everyone’s life. 
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I did some work on this project and have proven that it works. 

Here’s how well the techniques work. I did a research using 2400 musicians and 

created a neural net model for it. I did not include two of my gators both of 

whom are excellent musicians. Peter gives concerts all over the world and 

teaches music at very prestigious Wesleyan University in Connecticut. 

Our other musical gator is Franco who has his own band for years and plays 

music coast to coast. When I ran both their charts through the artificial 

intelligence model for musicians the results clearly indicated that both have 

tremendous talent in music. 

 
Astrologers, the time is here now. We’ve been dismissed long enough. Let’s 

work together to collect the data. I’m sure that my astrology research group,’ the 

gators’, will be more than happy to put their shoulders to the task to research and 

create models for thousands of different professions. 

What an asset that would be to everybody  on the planet and especially for 

parents to help them pick their child’s future . 

Then we will set up a free website that every parent, teacher or anybody seeking 

career guidance can rely on to offer the insight and guidance they need. By 

simply in putting their birth data and having the program compare it with 

hundreds of professions the public can discover their foremost innate talents that 

they can develop further for success. 

A project like this can lift astrology to the highest star in the eye of public 

credibility. 

Alphee 
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